
EDUCATE/EXPAND

CASE  STUDY

a wellness influencer retreat



Read this case study to learn how Social Currency:
Generated 491% ROI for sponsor brands

Increased lead sponsor's Instagram profile visits 92%

Delivered $150k value in posts and $48k in content

Developed deeply engaging, educational brand

messages through a wellness experience

Built lasting relationships between influencers and

brand partners

WHAT YOU'LL
LEARN
 



We work with innovative, category-creating brands. These new

brands require a deeper level of education than brands

entering an existing product category. We needed to go beyond

consumer awareness, and educate consumers in order to move

them into the consideration stage. 

 

We worked with a select group of influencers with high

engagement. They could illustrate context for these products:

who uses them, how to use them, and why. They helped the

brands emotionally connect with target consumers who are in a

state of change: whether they're changing their health routines,

or thinking about starting a family.

GOAL & VISION
RAISE BRAND AWARENESS THROUGH

STORYTELLING



EVENT OVERVIEW
SEPTEMBER 16-19, 2019
GREENHORN RANCH, QUINCY, CA

We invited eleven wellness, lifestyle, and media

influencers to an intimate retreat in the Sierra

mountains. Going beyond the typical "pay to post"

influencer strategy, brand sponsors could deeply

engage and educate influencers. Four days provided

time for meaningful engagement with influencers

through interactive sessions and ranch activities.



SPONSORS
LEAD SPONSOR

HALF-DAY SPONSOR ACTIVITY SPONSORS

GIFT SPONSORS



INFLUENCERS
CAPTURING AN AUDIENCE

INTERESTED IN WELLNESS &

FAMILY 
LOVESWEATFITNESS

Fitness

371k followers

TENLEYMOLZAHN

Nutrition, TV

personality

271k followers

AMANDAPAIGE

Wellness, model

126k followers

NATALIALALONDE

Sustainability, model

65k followers

AUBREWINTERS

Fitness

36k followers

DIANEMIZOTA

TV host, producer

18k followers

MEREDITHPLAYS

Author, lifestyle TV

contributor

16k followers

ALEXJAY

Content producer,

model

34k followers

ALEXPAIGECLARK

Mom, lifestyle

11k followers

HOLLINHALEY

Beauty entrepreneur,

writer

31k followers

B_READYBEAUTY

Makeup artist

8k followers



OBJECTIVES

Educate & Engage Influencers Drive Brand Awareness Create Social Proof

Educate influencers on scientific

topics (like genetics and

mitochondrial health) so they could

accurately tell engaging stories.

Build consumer interest in the most

frequented platform for the target

audience of women 20-39. Educate

consumers about new product

categories.

Lower consumers' perceived risk of

purchasing new, expensive products

by associating brands with influencers

whose advice they seek.



ACTIVITIES

SEPT 16

Arrivals

Welcome gifts

Ranch introduction

Dinner

Picture karaoke & dancing

SEPT 17

Morning workout led by

Katie Dunlop 

Breakfast

Picture Genetics: carrier

testing education

Picture film shoot

Picture horseback ride

Dinner

Nixit Campfire s'mores

SEPT 18

Morning dance cardio led

by Aubre Winters

Breakfast

MitoQ mitochondrial health

MitoQ hike

Archery

Lunch

Dermala yogurt bar &

probiotics talk

Record Family wine tasting

Dinner

SEPT 19

Breakfast

Departures



EVENT HIGHLIGHTS



CONTENT CREATION Since we had experienced spokespeople

attending, and a beautiful, natural setting, we

brought in a talented videographer to do a

film shoot - saving two thirds of the cost of a

standalone shoot. A true value-add.

PROFESSIONAL VIDEO

A dedicated brand photographer delivered

hundreds of product photos that can be used

in perpetuity across all platforms. Photos

included product, flatlay, and lifestyle shots

with influencers.

BRAND PHOTOS

With a separate photographer for influencers,

they received quality content so they didn't

have to sacrifice work time while at the event. 

INFLUENCER PHOTOS



BRAND HIGHLIGHTS



INCREASED MARKETING EFFECTIVENESS

By increasing  followers

on social media, brands

achieve a higher reach

for their organic posts

HOW INFLUENCER MARKETING CAN IMPROVE OTHER MARKETING EFFORTS

Achieve a higher reach

through boosted

influencer posts than

through organic posts or

paid ads alone

Move consumers

through the sales funnel

by providing "social

proof" for new brands

Improve conversion with

repeat exposure through

multiple channels

1 2 3 4



 

EDUCATE/EXPAND

SPONSOR RESULTS



DELIVERABLES
40  Instagram  posts  (twice  what

was  contracted )

30  Instagram  stories  (value-add ;

none  were  contracted )

500+ professional  photos  for

perpetual  use  in  social  media

Promotional  brand  video  for

perpetual  use  anywhere

Branded ,  educational  Instagram

story  sl ides

RESULTS
491% ROI
$150k+ value  in  influencer  posts

$48k  value  in  photo /video  shoots

3.1 mill ion  impressions

30k+  l ikes  and  comments

Average  engagement  rate :  2.6%  -

4x  average  Instagram  click-

through  rate  (CTR )  and  

7x  average  Google  Display  CTR

 

 



HIGHLIGHTS:

INDIVIDUAL
BRAND RESULTS
 

GREENHORN RANCH
529  PHOTOS  AND  VIDEOS

39  INFLUENCER  POSTS

MITOQ
SAVINGS  IN  POST  FEES  +

CONENT  SHOOTS
$16K

PICTURE PARENTING
IMPRESSIONS         45%

PROFILE  VISITS       92%

FOLLOWERS           20%

WEBSITE  CLICKS     44%

NIXIT
BONUS  GIVEAWAY  IN

LIVE  INSTA  VIDEO  TO

371K  FOLLOWERS

RECORD WINES
COST  PER

ENGAGEMENT
$0.12



WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING

These  past  few  days  at  Greenhorn  Ranch

with  Social  Currency  and  Picture

Genetics  were  pure  magic .  Female

entrepreneurs  empowering  one  another ,

learning ,  collaborating  and  experiencing

nature  together  was  truly  the  pot  of  gold

at  the  end  of  the  rainbow .

Social  Currency  connected  us  with

amazing  people .We  had  the  honor  of

talking  about  genetic  testing  and  carrier

screening  with  a  group  of  amazingly

talented ,  motivated ,  and  proactive

women .  Thank  you  for  this  opportunity .

PICTURE GENETICS

Thank  you  Social  Currency   for  one  of

the  most  EPIC  tr ips  .  .  .  Everything  was

perfection .  I ’ve  come  back  to  LA  feeling

totally  inspired  by  all  the  awesome

people  at  the  ranch  and  on  this  retreat .

Being  on  the  ranch  reminded  me  .  .  .  TO

LEARN  about  things  outside  of  my

everyday  realm  of  work .

AUBRE WINTERS DIANE MIZOTA



Social Currency is a boutique agency that helps startup

brands enter the market, acquire customers, and grow.

 

We offer go-to-market strategy, sales, branding, marketing

planning, and tactical execution. 

 

We have a combined 40+ years of experience in sales and

marketing for Fortune 100 companies and startups, and

more importantly, we've led challenger brands to

successful exits.

ABOUT
US
MARKETING FOR DAVID BRANDS

COMPETING AGAINST GOLIATHS



LET'S CHAT. www.getsocialcurrency.com

SOCIAL CURRENCY

hello@getsocialcurrency.com

EMAIL

SOCIAL

get_social_currency

getsocialcurrency

socialcurrency3


